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be uploaded as Resources for the users of the application. The
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COPYRIGHT NOTICE
Copyright © Members of the NEStOR project, 2016. NEStOR (“Networked European School Web Radio”) is a project funded
by the Erasmus+ program (Key Action 2 - Cooperation for innovation and the exchange of good practices - Strategic
Partnerships for school education). NEStOR began in October 2016 and will run for 2 years. This work is licensed under the
Creative Commons Attribution-Noncommercial 3.0 License. To view a copy of this license, visit
http://creativecommons.org/ licenses/by-nc/3.0/ or send a letter to Creative Commons, 171 Second Street, Suite 300, San
Francisco, California, 94105, and USA. The work must be attributed by attaching the following reference to the copied
elements: “Copyright © Members of the NEStOR project, 2016”. See http://esrsociety.eu/nestor for details of the NEStOR
project. Using this document in a way and/or for purposes not foreseen in the license, requires the prior written
permission of the copyright holders. The information contained in this document represents the views of the copyright
holders as of the date such views are published.
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List of Abbreviations
The following table presents the acronyms used in the deliverable in alphabetical order.
Abbreviation

Description

CTI

Computer Technology Institute & Press

CPI

Cyprus Pedagogical Institute

ESR

European School Radio
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Executive Summary
The overall aim of the NEStOR project is to create a flexible, multilingual, modern and attractive medium, a Web Radio, through which transnational
educational cooperation across Europe will be facilitated. In order to support this, important studies will be carried out on the European education policy
dimension, the pedagogics and also the need to foster media literacy to schools. It will provide a Web Radio, safe and user friendly even for students with
special educational needs; it will be enriched with interdisciplinary teaching materials for school education at a European level; it will be integrated in
modern educational requirements. The project will provide the educational community with the necessary tools for the cultivation of communication
skills, participation of every European learner to a public radio program and the exchange and dissemination of cultural elements through the Student
Radio. The NEStOR project will highlight the European dimension of the existing “European School Radio” (http://www.europeanschoolradio.eu), which
has been operating in Greece for the last six years with great success.

The aim of this report is to outline the deliverables that are to be developed during the alpha version of NEStOR portal and to be uploaded as Resourses
for the users of the application. The educational scenarios that have been created and implemented by NEStOR schools from previous packages, along
with Guides for educational scenarios, will be published on the portal, in order to enhance other schools to practice web radio in lessons too. Also, the
report indicates the dialogue among partners that has opened from the very beginning to work on the development and publishment of web radio
educational material in the multilingual environment.

Scope
The present document is the Deliverable O4 Educational & Support Material, Activity 1, Task 2. Activity O4/A1 - Educational Scenarios: The partner schools
will develop specific educational scenarios in order all schools to be able to use them. For these, schools will use the scenarios developed in O2 and get
help and guidance by AAU. - Educational material, on the portal is an ongoing basis for the use of all schools involved.

Audience
The intended audience for this document is the NEStOR consortium (including school partners), the NA Agent (IKY), the European Commission, and the
public interested in this project.
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Ο4- NEStOR’s eLearning
Practical approach- In dialogue with the partners
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1 INTRODUCTION
The document attempts to analyze in optical manner all the educational material that is needed for the eLearning module of NEStOR’s application. First of
all, there is a practical approach to the standards which has to keep on the support with Guides, according to the Erasmus+ proposal. All partners involved
in this session, CPI, CTI and ESR, communicate and exchange ideas on the material. The table 1 refers to the general description of the deliverables, with
some notifications, and in the table 2 the deliverables are organized in separate tasks mainly based on the technical specifications for the published
educational material. The very basic categories include:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Support, where the helpdesk will be available for the users (forum, FAQs)
Tools for communication and collaboration, such as teleconferences or webinars
Repository of Educational Scenarios and Good Practices
Guides and Tutorials for the users (registration, booking, participation on the radio program)

All the categories were discussed among the partners giving emphasis on the basic material that is can be re-used, enriched during the project, and all the
potential. ESR and CPI will work on the development of the educational material. ESR contributed to CTI’s research of necessary wordpress plugins to
support the eLearning module, such as Learnpress- H5P. During this period, CTI worked systematically on the technical issues in order to assure the ability
to host the material to be uploaded. CPI and ESR gave the main directions for the specifications on the menu for “Resources” from the NEStOR web
application.
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2 TABLE 1: “EDUCATIONAL MATERIAL FOR Ο4 ACCORDING TO ERASMUS+, WITH COMMENTARY”
The activities and educational scenarios on the project will be implemented at first on a raw basis and then evaluated and enriched the
participation and exchange of ideas from the other partners. Also we aim to establish a community of practitioners in order to form a main
repository of good practices constantly enriched and evaluated by the relevant bodies.
Deliverable

Partner in
charge- Partner
in cooperation

According to the proposal

Commentary

Ο4/Α1/Τ1

Schools- CPI

Task 1 - Each school depending on the school level
will implement at least one (1) specific educational
scenario for every year. These scenarios will become
Radio Shows (live or recorded). So, the schools can
prepare for senior high school a “debate” on social
and human rights issues, for junior high school will
develop “subject based”( geography, history, physics,
I.T., language, etc), for elementary schools (and
nursery) “stories and fairy tales” and ”physical or other
phenomena”.

The purpose of the deliverable is to share in the
educational community the study and
implementation of NEStOR schools in the
creation of educational scenarios. Once eLearning has been established, it will be
possible to "download" the training scenarios to
a site as "Resources".

Ο4/Α1/Τ2

This involves all
partners.

Task 2 - Educational material, on the portal is an
ongoing basis for the use of all schools involved.

As far as all partners are concerned, it should
be determined how they will all contribute to the
educational material.

Ο4/Α1/Τ3

CPI

Task 3 - Evaluation reports of the scenarios and audio
products. Schools will use evaluation tools produced
by O4 and evaluate the implementation of the

Create an evaluation tool for educational
scenarios.
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educational scenarios and other.

O4/A2/Τ1-2

(CPI and ESR)

Educational & supporting material for the online
learning community
Delivery of the course content includes uploading of
material to website, moderation of discussion forums,
and response to student participants.

It will be displayed through the Resources
section. It will be analyzed and discussed in the
following table.
SUPPORT

Guides will be incorporated from previous packages.
This will be carried out with the assistance of other
partners and will provide students online courses
(MOOCs, etc), forums , FAQs etc, WIKIs, Reference
guides over the NEStOR platform -

Synchronous: e-learning tool (with the aid of
another partner, eg CTI)
Asynchronous: Forum tool, FAQs

O4/A3/Τ1-2

(ESR give
guidance on the
operation and
functions of the
Web Radio)
ESR

Instructional manuals (multimedia online) on the
operation/functionality of the Web Radio. .
Instructional manuals the Interface usage (registration,
uploading files, applying for collaboration, profile, etc)
and video/audio manual on the usage of various
components of the Web Portal(ESR)

Self paced Course-s, such an e-Learning
module, Guides for NEStOR web application
that address educational community explaining
the web radio service for each and every school

O4/A3/T3-4

ESR

Instructional manuals about the process of making a
radio production

Course in e-Learning for the software required
for radio production.

O4/A4/T1

CTI

Educational scenarios produced by partner schools
become eTwinning kits. Each school will produce
specific educational scenarios. Selected scenarios will

Formatting educational scenarios in eTwinning
packages, contacting the National eTwinning
Service to post the packages at
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become eTwinning kits.
Task 1. Select the appropriate educational scenarios
and cooperate with school partners and convert at
least two (2) scenarios to eTwinning kits.

www.etwinning.net, highlighting and promoting
the packages through www.etwinning.gr

3 TABLE 2: “ FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF THE ELEARNING MODULES IN THE NESTOR PORTAL, ACCORDING TO
O1 / A2 / T2”
Potential

SUPPORT
Forum
Helpdesk &
Discussion

Functions
This section there
will be provided
the official
support for
student radio
users in an
asynchronous
way, in the form
of questionnaire
forums.
It will be a
helpdesk.

Content
In fact, it will be the exclusive online
support process. In this area, they will be
able to pose questions to admins or
support team and answer to all users. It
will also be possible to start discussions
with topics that interest the users of the
application.

Commentary and implementation from CTI
Multilingual environment
Draft version
http://europeanschoolradio.sch.gr/groups/support/
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SUPPORT
Frequently
Answered
Questions FAQ

QuestionsAnswers (folding
menu) In the FAQ
section, the most
common
questions will be
gathered along
with their
responses sorted
appropriately.

This section will be continuously enriched
according to the needs of the users. The
support team contribute to gathering more
frequently asked questions.

SUPPORT
Synchronous
teleconference
environment

The environment
of synchronous elearning that can
be used by
schools for their
communication in
preparing
collaborative
radio productions.

There will be the ability to participate in
webinars or other educational meetings
through the eLearning Environment (such
as the Big Blue Button) will be available.

EDUCATIONAL
MATERIAL
Educational
material- Good
Practices

Repository for
In this section will be posted in an
appropriate environment:
educational
• Scenarios produced by NEStOR
scenarios, will
• Ability to upload the educational
serve as a source
scenarios / good practices
of useful material
designed and implemented during
for the use of
their participation in the student
radio at school. It
radio. (CPI)
will be scalable,

e.g. http://meeting.sch.gr/

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B7EAdHg6gBQ0N
HhVcENFdmRLZTg
Form fields and taxonomies
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with content input
from other
teachers.
EDUCATIONAL
MATERIAL
Self paced
online courses

A series of Online
Courses that can
be offered free to
the users of the
application and
will give the
opportunity to
take part in and
to fully update the
object they are
interested in.

They will cover issues such as software
and hardware for radio broadcasting,
journalism on student radio, copyright,
broadcast promotion, and more. Online
lessons will be enriched with video, audio
files, quizzes, and other interactive
objects. (ESR-CPI)

Wordpress Plugins: Learnpress and h5p

EDUCATIONAL
MATERIAL
Guides for
participation on
the European
School Radio

For use by
teachers, who
want to prepare
and implement
the participation
of their radio
groups in the
student radio

The guides will describe all the procedures Multilingual environment
that they will have to follow in order to
participate in the radio. (ESR)
Draft version http://europeanschoolradio.sch.gr/guide-2

EDUCATIONAL
MATERIAL
Guides for the
navigation on
the NEStOR

For use by
teachers, who
want to learn
what NEStOR
offers to schools.

Special guides with text, video or audio
material . (ESR)

Multilingual environment
Draft version
http://europeanschoolradio.sch.gr/lp-courses

Multilingual environment
Draft version http://europeanschoolradio.sch.gr/guide-2
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portal
EDUCATIONAL
MATERIAL
eTwinning

An appropriate
environment as
the
interconnection of
eTwinning
resources with
NEStOR sources

Links to eTwinning packages to be
created within the NEStOR project will be
posted to promote the idea of student
radio and the eTwinning community. (CTI)

Urls or internal links with etwinning kits

Disclaimer:
This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the
Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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